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Book cover  
Crochet pattern 

For my mini Art–Journal I made a book cover. The 
journal is a small book with blank pages that are to 
be filled during the next year. The book is seized 
A6. The cover can also be made for other small 
books, agenda’s and diaries. I have chosen some 
thin cotton yarn for the cover, so it looks not to 
massive. 
 
Needed: 
1 Skein of yarn, I used Katia Jaipur nr 205 
Needle 
Hook 2.0 mm 

US terminology is used 
SC = Single crochet 
SLST = slipstitch 
CH = chain 
Pattern = (1 ch, skip 1 st, 1 sc) repeat 

Description 
The book cover is easily made. 
 
Cast on ch 50 or longer, dependent on the size of your book, 
Crochet 2 rows of sc, 
Crochet 4 sc on begin and end of each row.  Crochet ch 1, 1 sc in the first loop of the 4 sc by each 
turn. In between crochet the pattern and end the pattern with ch 1/sk 1 st.  By crocheting the sc in 
the sc of the underlying row you get a rhombus pattern. 
 
Measure the booklet width from front edge to back edge. This is the length of the pattern crocheted 
between the cover folds. Make it not too long, the work is a bit elastic, so you can make it a bit 
smaller than necessary. 
 
Make in this way first the front envelope or flap by crocheting 2 rows of sc, 10 rows the pattern and 
2-4 rows of sc, continue with the pattern till the last envelope/flap and crochet 2-4 sc rows, 10 rows 
pattern and 2 rows sc. 
 
If the cover is made, you can crochet an edge 
around it, use the pattern. In the corners you 
make 1 sc, ch 2, 1 sc . I made 2 rounds 
around the cover, for my cover was a bit too 
small. 
 
Fold the envelope/flap to the inside and 
close the envelope/flap with a row of sc 
along the upper edge, continue along the 
upper edge with the pattern till the last 
envelope/flap and close it also with sc. Do 
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this also for the other side of the cover. 
 
Weave the threads in and crochet another ch of 50, attach it to the cover on the front flap (see 
picture) and make another for the back flap. You can also attach some elastic band to the back of the 
cover, to keep it in place. 
 
Decorate your cover with flowers or other stuff. 
 
Much fun with the making of a cover, Elzeblaadje 
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